Abstract-Face recognition is a very current subject of great interest in the area of visual computing. In the past, numerous face recognition and authentication approaches have been proposed, though the great majority of them use full frontal faces both for training machine learning algorithms and for measuring the recognition rates. In this paper, we discuss some novel experiments to test the performance of machine learning, especially the performance of deep learning, using partial faces as training and recognition cues. Thus, this study sharply differs from the common approaches of using the full face for recognition tasks. In particular, we study the rate of recognition subject to the various parts of the face such as the eyes, mouth, nose and the forehead. In this study, we use a convolutional neural network based architecture along with the pre-trained VGG-Face model to extract features for training. We then use two classifiers namely the cosine similarity and the linear support vector machine to test the recognition rates. We ran our experiments on the Brazilian FEI dataset consisting of 200 subjects. Our results show that the cheek of the face has the lowest recognition rate with 15% while the (top, bottom and right) half and the 3/4 of the face have near 100% recognition rates.
I. INTRODUCTION
Face recognition is an inherently powerful ability that humans possess. In this respect, there are special areas in the human brain dedicated to face processing and face recognition [1] . Though this may be the case, there are natural limitations on the human brain when it comes to face recognition, especially when tackling the problem of identifying individuals from large datasets containing exceedingly unfamiliar faces. On the other hand, more recently, machine based algorithms are proving to be far better placed in successfully addressing this problem.
Face recognition using partial facial data is a particularly challenging problem. This is evident even from human based face stimuli experiments. For example, apart from particularly familiar faces, humans find it difficult to discriminate similar faces from individual parts of the face such as the eyes, mouth and the nose [6] .
The work of Murphy et al., [7] , for example, based on facial stimuli shows the mechanism of human face perception. Their work, along with that of others, shows for humans faces are difficult to perceive when turned upside down. Moreover, in their experiments, they tried to test the ability for a participant to classify faces presented in whole and region by region using a dynamic aperture which moved incrementally through the facial picture. The main idea in this work was to understand the limits of human ability for face perception and recognition. In their work, they tested this idea in four ways, namely for identity, gender, age and expression under four conditions, which are, upright whole face, inverted whole face, upright aperture and inverted aperture. The results presented by the observers were put into categories of identity, gender, age and expressions. Their results indicated that the detrimental effects of an inverted whole face were no less in the aperture conditions of showing partial face to the participants.
Similarly, Andre and Nummenmaa [8] studied face recognition on the partial face subject to the presence of facial expressions. In one of their experiments, they tested the face recognition rates for the common six expressions -happiness, anger, sadness, disgust and fear. In the case of the partial face, they partitioned the face into two regions, one containing the eyes and the other containing the mouth. A considerable result of their work is that humans have poor recognition rates when it comes to the situation of the eye only and mouth only. On the other hand, they noted that the expression of smile produces slightly better recognition rates.
Many previous studies note that, when it comes to human face recognition, familiarity appears to be a key recognition factor. The rate of familiarity of course changes when the target face image is partial, occluded, with expressions and aged [7, 8] .
On the other hand, machine learning algorithms can utilise the power of computations to use copious amounts of input data for training and use numerical analysis in order to produce outputs which can challenge the power human face recognition. Thus, machine learning helps a computer to build models from examples of input data with a view to making a more accurate decision. This is a distinct advantage that machine learning algorithms appear to have over human face perception and recognition. Thus, it is also plausible to state that machine learning algorithms can potentially provide better recognition rates on partial faces or, in the worst case, may aid humans to perform better at face recognition, especially in challenging cases where very limited or partial facial data are presented.
II. RELATED WORK
When it comes to machine based face recognition, traditional algorithms, such as Principal Component Analysis [2, 3] and Linear Discriminant Analysis [4] have been widely utilised. However, more recently the use of the machine learning approaches such as Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs) [5] have been consistently proving to be accurate, efficient and thus very useful.
Though face recognition through machine learning algorithms is a well-addressed problem, and it has to date yielded promising results, the problem of face recognition has been predominantly restricted to the utilisation of the full face. In fact, to date, little work appears to have been done on the use of partial face for face recognition.
As far as machine based partial face processing and recognition are concerned the literature on this topic appear to be sparse. The earliest work on partial face we are aware of is that of Savvides et al., [10] in which they tested selected facial regions to establish quantifiers with discriminative ability. Based on grey scale images they applied the method of kernel correlation filters to reduce image dimensionality and for feature extraction [11] . They then utilised Support Vector Machine (SVM) to discriminate between features. Three main face regions were tested by their approach, namely the eye, nose and mouth. Results from their experiments suggest that the eye region has a higher verification rate compared to the mouth and nose regions.
Similarly, Cai et al., [24] proposed a facial variation modelling system for sparse representation for face recognition. This can help single sample face recognition algorithms to build facial variation bases to separate neutral, frontal faces from different facial views. Their experiments show that major enhancements can be performed in single image face recognition problems.
Another piece of work which is notable in this area is by Li et al., [12] which considered that the human face recognition problem in frontal views with varying illumination, disguise and occlusion. They presented a new method for face recognition which extracts a dynamic subspace from images and obtain the distinctive parts in each subject. A characteristic of discriminative components was represented by those parts in order to give a recognition protocol to classify face images by using k-nearest neighbour algorithm (K-NN) [13] . They applied their method to public databases such as ORL, Extended Yale B and the results illustrated that the recognition rates could be improved using partial face cues.
Further, Peng et al., [14] , introduced a technique called Locality-Constrained Collaborative Representation (LCCR) to enhance discrimination of representative images. The LCCR was applied to different databases with five distance measures. In the case of partial faces, they used three facial features, i.e. right eye, nose and mouth with chin by masking the original images. The results indicate that the right eye mouth and chin have high recognition rates -for example, by using LCCR and Cityblock distance measures [15] .
Apart from some isolated pockets of work mentioned above, to our knowledge, to date, there has not been a rigorous study based on machine learning to test the recognition rates for various parts of the face. The prime aim of this work hence is to try and close that gap. Thus, in this work, we have proposed an efficient machine learning framework to look deeply into the effects of partial face for recognition. In particular, we try to understand the specific recognition rates for various parts of the face. To do this, we have implemented our framework using the state of the convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture for facial feature extraction, and we have utilised both Cosine Similarity (CS) and SVM for classification and testing.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section II, we explain the CNN architecture we have utilised along with a brief description of the VGG-Face model and the CS as well as the SVM based classification. In Section III, we discuss the face recognition experiments we have carried out using partial face data, and we report some of the interesting results we obtained following those experiments. In Section IV, we reflect on the results and finally, in Section V, we conclude this paper.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
One of a most popular examples of machine learning in the recent times has been those based on deep learning, otherwise known as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), the use of which has been literary explosive in the area of visual computing. In fact, the exploitation of CNNs for face processing and face recognition is noteworthy here. CNNs are supervised machine learning techniques that can extract "deep" knowledge from a dataset through rigorous example based training -in a sense this approach mimics how human brain undertake the process of learning. CNNs have been successfully applied to feature extraction, face recognition, classification, and segmentation, to name some. As noted here, the explosion on the use of CNNs in recent times is due to their ability to learn complex features using nonlinear multi-layered architectures [17] . Though the origin of CNN goes back to the early 1990s, the predominant scepticism for using CNN has been based on the assumption that feature extraction using gradient descent will always overfit. The main argument for this has been that gradient based optimisation methods are prone to get stuck in local minima. However, in recent times, these assumptions have been overturned due to the promising results CNNs have produced across many domains of research. Thus, today, stateof-the-art deep learned models, based on CNN architectures are being used in almost all visual computing related domains. Examples include image perception [18] , recognition [19] , classification [20] [25] , and information retrieval [21] .
Generally, there are three ways of deploying CNNs. They are training a network from scratch, fine-tuning an existing model, or using off the shelf CNN features. The latter two approaches are referred to as transfer learning [22] . It is important to highlight that training CNN from scratch requires an enormous amount of data, which is often a huge and challenging task [23] . On the other hand, fine-tuning involves transferring the weights of the first layers learned from a base network to a target network. The target network can then be trained using a new dataset. For face perception work, using CNN, there are several pretrained models which can readily be utilised for feature extraction, e.g. VGGF, FGG16, VGG19, OverFeat [9] . In our case, for feature extraction, we have utilised the VGGF pretrained model which we discuss below. Thus, the methodology we adopt here uses the pre-trained VGGF model for feature extraction which is followed by CS [26] and linear SVM for classification. Figure 1 illustrates an overview of our feature extraction steps.
A. The VGG-Face Model
As mentioned above, there are several pre-trained models for CNN and one of the most popular and widely used in face recognition is the VGGF model -developed by Oxford Visual Geometry Group [9] . The model was trained on a huge dataset containing 2.6M face images of more than 2.6K individuals. The architecture of VGGF comprises 38 layers starting from the input layer up to the output layer. The input should be a colour image with a size of 224 by 224, and as the pre-processing step an average is normally computed from the input image.
In general, the VGGF contains thirteen convolutional layers, each layer having a special set of hybrid parameters. Each group of convolutional layer contains 5 maxpooling layers and there are also 15 rectified linear units (ReLUs). After these layers, there are three fully connected layers namely FC6, FC7 and FC8. The first two have 4096 channels, while FC8 has 2622 channels that are used to classify the 2622 identities. The last layer is the classifier which is a softmax layer to classify an image to which the individual face class belongs to.
B. Feature Extraction using the VGGF Model
Given an input image, , it can be represented as a tensor ∈ , where is the image height, is the width and represents the colour channels. A pre-trained layer of the CNN can be expressed as a series of functions, = → → ⋯ → .
Let , , … , be the outputs of each layer in the network. Then, the output of the intermediate layer can be computed from the function and the learned weights are via = ( : ).
As we know that CNNs learn features through the training stage and use such features to classify images. Each convolutional (conv) layer learns different features. For example, one layer may learn about entities such as edges and colours of an image while further complex features may be learnt in the deeper layers. A result of conv layer involves numerous 2D arrays which are called channels. In VGGF, there are 37 layers, 13 of them are convolutions and the remaining layers are mixed between ReLU, pooling, fully connected and the last layer is the softmax. For example, in the conv1_1 layer, there are 64 filters with size 3x3 which are applied to an input image.
In order to decide the best layer within the VGGF model to utilise for facial feature extractions, we usually carry out a number trial and error experiments. In this particular case, we tested the layers 34 through to 37. In our experiments we tried other layers, but the best result came from layer 34. It noteworthy this layer is the fully connected layer and placed at the end of a neural network which means the extracted features represents the whole face.
The features from this layer are the results that arise from the fully connected layer FC6 after applying 'ReLU6', which gives a vector of 4096 dimensions. The suggestion that layer 34 was optimal was inferred by undertaking a number of face recognition tests where we used the full frontal face for both training and testing thereby an obtaining the rate of 100% recognition. The whole process of training and testing through feature extraction is further described in Algorithms 1.
Algorithm 1: Feature Extraction -from the Face dataset
Input: Training set M, with m classes = number of images in a given class
C. Feature Classification A classification in a supervised machine learning is a function that assigns new observational items to which a set of target categories or classes belong to. In other words, the objective of classification is to build a brief model of the distribution of class labels in terms of predicted features [28] . There are several techniques for this classification [28] decision trees [29] , K-NN [30] , SVM [27] are good examples.
In this work, all extracted features in both the training and testing phases are used for the purpose of classification. In our experiments, for the classification scenarios, we have utilised the CS [26] and SVM classifiers [27] . There are two reasons for this choice. Firstly, we tested other classifiers and the best results were by using CS and SVM. Secondly, through our experiments and analysis, we found out that these two classifiers have an ability to separate data more accurately.
Cosine Similarity
A cosine similarity is a measure between two non-zero vectors. It uses the inner product space to measure the cosine of the angle between those two vectors [26] . The Euclidean dot product formula as in Equation 1 can be used to compute the cosine similarity such that,
where are two vectors and is an angle between them.
By using the magnitude or length, which is same as the Euclidean norm or the Euclidean length of vector = [ , , , … , ] as in Equation 2, the similarity is computed using the formulation given in Equation 3 .
where are two vectors.
For classification, in all our experiments we compute the CS to find the minimum "distance" between the test image and training images by using Equations 4 and 5.
where is an image number and is a total images in the training set and,
where is a length of vector.
SVM Classifier
SVM is a supervised machine learning algorithm which can be used for both binary classification and multi classification problems. An SVM focuses on identifying the "margin" via a hyperplane to separate the data into classes. Maximising the margin reduces the upper bound on the expected generalisation error by creating the largest possible distance between the separating hyperplanes [27] . There are two types of SVMs, namely linear and a non-linear and in this work we use the linear SVM to separate the data by using a one-versus-one approach. We applied two different non-linear kernels (Gaussian and Polynomial of degree 2) and we found that the results were worse than the linear case. Hence our choice of linear kernel here.
Suppose we have training dataset ( , ), we can use the linear SVM as in Equation 6 such that, min
where is a weight vector, is a number of classes and is trade off parameter between error and margin.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Here we present a comprehensive set of experiments conducted on face recognition using different parts of the face. To undertake this work, we have utilised face images from the FEI dataset [16] where images were manually cropped by removing the background.
The FEI dataset contains Brazilian faces of 200 students and staff with an equal number of males and females from FEI University. For each subject, there are 14 images bringing the total number of images in the dataset to 2800. The resolution of the images is 640 pixels by 480 pixels. All images are colour and taken against a white homogeneous background. The subjects are between 19 and 40 years old. The dataset contains images with variations in facial expressions as well as the pose. Figure  2 (a) shows sample images from the FEI face dataset.
In this work, we conducted two main sets of experimentsone which does not use the partial face as part of the training face data and the other in which partial faces have been utilised as part of the training data. In each case, we undertook 12 sub experiments involving the partial face on both classifiers. For training purposes 70% of the images were utilised which were also augmented through operations such as padding and flipping. The remaining 30% of the images were used for testing, in each case. Thus, in our experiments, twelve test sets were generated thereby each test corresponding to one part of the face. The parts were eyes, nose, right cheek, mouth and the forehead. Also, faces were generated just with eyes and nose, bottom half face, the top half of the face, right half and three quarters of the face as well as the full face. Figure 2 (b) shows the parts of the face we have used for testing the recognition rates.
After extracting features from the VGGF model, the CS and the linear SVM classifiers were applied in order to investigate the rate of recognition for each facial part separately. The results of this experiment are summarised in Figure 3 . As it can be inferred from the graph, the highest rate of recognition is achieved with the full face and the three-quarter faces with the recognition rate of 100% using both classifiers. However, the recognition rate starts dropping down slightly at the right half and the top half of the face respectively with SVM, but in the case of CS, the rate still holds at 100%. As we approach the bottom half of the face, the rate decreases further reaching to about 50% in the case of SVM and about 60% for CS. This decline continues until nearly 0.5% at the right cheek. In the second set of experiments, to measure the rate recognition of face using parts of the face, we repeated the above procedure, but this time we added the individual parts of the face into training set too. As shown in Figure 4 , it can be seen the recognition rates have significant improvements in this case. For instance, while the results from right cheek previously were nearly to 0%, it has moved up to 15% using both the classifiers. Also, in the case of the combined eyes and nose, it was 22% for SVM and 40% for CS previously, and in this case, has improved to about 57% for SVM and 90% for CS. However, we have noticed that not all recognition rates steadily increased in this particular case. In fact, in some cases, the results were slightly worse while using SVM. For example, a slight decrease in the recognition rate was observed at the bottom half of face, which was 53% and dropped down to 51%. In contrast, the CS has produced a significant improvement, for instance, the recognition rate for combined eyes and nose increased from 40% to 90%.
V. DISCUSSIONS
The results of the study we present here concerns CNN based face recognition using partial faces. We conducted two sets experiments using partial faces. In the first set of experiments, the training set did not include parts of the face. The highest recognition rate observed was on the 3/4 face where we found the recognition rate to be 100% by using SVM and in the case of CS the right half, the top half as well as well as the 3/4 face returned the recognition rate of 100%. We have also observed that for combined eyes and nose, whether occluded or not, the percentage recognition was relatively low for SVM, but it was higher for CS. The worst recognition rates observed are for the smaller and perhaps less significant parts of the face such as the cheeks, the forehead and the mouth, for both classifiers which was about between 0-1.33%.
Contrary to the findings of the first set of experiments, in the second set, where the parts of face were added to the training set, the recognition rate did improve, especially in the smaller and less significant parts of the face, like the cheek from 0% to 15% and the mouth area improved from 1% to about 16%. Additionally, recognition using the nose area has slight improvement from 5% to 10%. Moreover, the rate on the forehead also has a significant increase from nearly 0.5% to around 18%, and the rate of recognition from the eyes' region has significantly increased from 10% to about 40%. Further, we notice that better recognition results overall were achieved by using the CS measure. This is particularly significant, for example, for eyes which was 23% and reached 65% and also the combined areas of eyes and nose show a marked improvement from about 40% to nearly to 90%.
By analysing the results of these experiments, we can make further observations about the accuracy of classifiers between CS and SVM in that, in general, the CS outperforms the SVM. This is also observed at the individual class level where we looked at the matching images picked by the classifiers, as discussed below by way of some examples.
In the first set of experiments, in which we did not train the classifier with parts of the faces, the image no.13 for subject no.1 matched with full face image and same subject by using the CS measure as in Figure 5 (a).
In the second set of experiments, where parts of the face were added to the training set, we can observe greater matching performance using CS especially for the smaller and less significant parts of the face such as part of the cheeks. For example, Figure 5 (b) shows the image no 11 being correctly matched to image no 254 for subject 11. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the use of deep learning approach for face recognition using partial face data is studied. Based on the popular CNN and using the VGGF model for extracting features from faces we utilised two different classifiers namely the cosine similarity and the linear support vector machine for classification. We conducted our partial face recognition experiments on a publicly available database, namely the FEI database. To test the face recognition rates using partial face data, we conducted two sets of experiments. In the first set of experiments, we measured the partial face recognition rates without adding the partial faces to the training data. In the second case, we measured the recognition rates after adding the partial faces to the training data. The results show marked improved when partial data is added to the training set especially the case of smaller or less significant parts of the face, such as the forehead, parts of the mouth and parts of the cheek.
Our extensive experimental results validate that the cheek, nose, forehead and mouth have low recognition rates. On the other hand for top half of the face, right or left half and for 3/4 of the face the recognition rates reach 100%. In addition, the Cosine similarity measure greatly improves the performance of the classification when compared to the SVM.
There are many avenues through which this present work can be further taken forward. It is noteworthy, in this work, we have utilised the pre-trained VGG Face model. It might be worth testing our framework using other CNN architectures and models. We also feel our experimental setup can be further improved in terms of bringing more consistency in selecting facial features for recognition. Additionally, the results we have obtained in this work must also be challenged by running the experiments on much more comprehensive datasets.
